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Fireman Sam My First Storybook The Pontypandy Winter Rescue
Engineer Small at the throttle takes the little train on its run from Tiny Town to the big city.
Join Fireman Sam and his amazing Rescue Crew as they save Pontypandy from a forest fire. Jupiter to the rescue! Fans can join in with the adventures by answering fun questions to move the story on. This is a great way for little ones to interact with their heroes! With simple text and bright colourful pages, this is the perfect first Fireman Sam book.
Fireman Sam: My First Storybook: The Pontypandy Winter Rescu
A Fireman Sam book and toy in one! Help Fireman Sam and friends race to the rescue in this sturdy board book on wheels shaped to look just like Sam's trusty red fire engine, Jupiter! Young children will love hearing the story about Fireman Sam's mission to save Pontypandy before they wheel their book away - Nee Nah, Nee Nah! Can Fireman Sam and his team put out a fire and save the day? Cheer them on by saying, "Go, Jupiter, Go!" Heroic Fireman Sam and his fire fighter friends and rescue team colleagues are a big hit with action-loving pre-schoolers. This shaped board book, which is suitable for children aged 10 months and over, is particularly appealing to curious two-to-four year olds,
who love pretending to be real-life heroes. Young Fireman Sam fans will love looking at the pictures and answering questions about colours, counting and testing their knowledge about Fireman Sam. Look out for more Fireman Sam books including: Fireman Sam: My First Clock Book 9781405287425 Fireman Sam: My First Activity Book 9781405285667 Fireman Sam: Rescue Team Colouring Book 9781405291712 Fireman Sam: 1001 Stickers Book 9781405296199
Story Collection
The Virgin Hunter
The Little Train
Fireman Sam: My First Storybook: The Pontypandy Winter Rescu

Join Fireman Sam and the crew at the Pontypandy Fire Station as they battle fires, floods and more! With five fantastic stories to choose from, this story collection is packed full of adventure, bravery and danger, making it a must-read for all Fireman Sam fans!
Funny, shocking, sometimes sad, this makes gripping reading. The Virgin Hunter is a true story of a respectable, 48 year-old mother who becomes a highly paid escort. The book takes you through many of Anna's secret, highly paid and often hilarious exploits with some of her clients, Fireman Sam, The Golfer, Bernard the Butcher, The Slug and Army Man, to name but a few. Anna also has
several attempts at 'Domming' which are hilarious; a man in pink stockings, a piddling' pool, PVC, and would be slaves-in-training. The book is a highly entertaining insight into Anna's secret world; it is frank and funny, but also in parts, highly thought-provoking. This is an absolute must-read; you will not be able to put it down.
NEE! NAH! Here comes Fireman Sam, in an exciting jigsaw puzzle book! When Norman makes a fire-breathing dragon, things soon get out of control! Can Fireman Sam come to the rescue in Jupiter the Fire Engine? Join Fireman Sam, Elvis, Ellie, Officer Steele and all your favourite fire fighters in Pontypandy! Read the story and complete all 4 jigsaw puzzles! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids
aged 3 and 4 and perfect entertainment for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. Each puzzle in this jigsaw book has 4 pieces, perfect for improving motor skills for toddlers. Look out for other Fireman Sam books: Fireman Sam: My First Activity Book Fireman Sam: My First Clock Book Fireman Sam: Ready, Steady, Rescue! (Magnet Book) Fireman Sam: Rescue Heroes! (A lift-and-look
flap book) Fans of TV's best-loved firefighter will love to follow the many adventures of Fireman Sam and his team: Elvis Cridlington, Penny Morris, Tom Thomas, Station Officer Steele and Radar the rescue dog. With Jupiter the Fire Engine and many other rescue vehicles, the Fire Crew keep the residents of Pontypandy safe - especially Naughty Norman!
Join Fireman Sam and his amazing Rescue Crew as they save the children from a fire out on Pontypandy Island! Fans can join in with the adventures by answering fun questions to move the story on. This is a great way for little ones to interact with their heroes! With simple text and bright colourful pages, this is the perfect first Fireman Sam book.
Fireman Sam to the Rescue!
Fireman Sam
Celebrate Those Who Help Us Most!
Fireman Sam: My First Fireman Sam Stories Treasury
Triple Exposure
Classic children's characters Thomas, Bob the Builder, Postman Pat and Fireman Sam are brought together for the very first time in this collection of stories.
Two little birds make their first grand migration south, and later return home to start new families.
?oloring book for kids who love Fireman Sam and Handy Manny! This coloring book is full of happy, smiling, beautiful designs of your favorite characters. Perfect for your child. High-quality coloring book for kids. Favorite characters are waiting for you inside the book, color them all!!! This book makes a nice gift for girls or boys, kids from 4 years old to 8 years old, also nice gift for adults, perfect gift on all occasions - Christmas Gift - Birthday Gift - Halloween Gift and others. This book will give you: A great variety of cute characters and detailed
backgrounds Hope you will find in our book countless hours of enjoyment and gratifying challenges Single side pages, with a variety of cute characters and detailed backgrounds Gift for kids who love Fireman Sam and Handy Manny A nice large format (A4 size) for small hands to enjoy Activities such as coloring will improve your child's draw talent, as well as helping them to relax, self-regulate their mood and develop their imagination. Save one by buying two for the price of one! Let your imagination soar and color this Amazing 2 IN 1 coloring book Fireman
Sam and Handy Manny with the colors of your choice! Scroll up and grab a copy today! TAGS: Fireman Sam and Handy Manny, Fireman Sam and Handy Manny Coloring Book, Fireman Sam and Handy Manny Coloring Book coloring, Fireman Sam and Handy Manny Coloring Book book, Fireman Sam and Handy Mannys Coloring Book coloring book, Fireman Sam and Handy Manny Coloring Book coloring books, coloring book for adults, kids coloring book, boys coloring book, girls coloring book, most popular children coloring book, new coloring book,
2018 coloring book, coloring books for toddlers, coloring books for preschoolers, coloring books for kids.
Join Fireman Sam and his amazing Rescue Crew as they save the children in an exciting deep sea rescue! Fans can join in with the adventures by answering fun questions to move the story on. This is a great way for little ones to interact with their heroes!
The True Story of a High Class Escort
Playtime Friends Story Treasury
Wallaby One and the Runaway Train
Fireman Sam: Ready to Rescue (Tabbed Board)
Fireman Sam Pocket Library
With a writing style alive with the rhythms and riffs of jazz, Jeffries deftly examines the questions of identity, race and family in a provocative, moving and often hilarious memoir. Too light to be black, too dark to be white, finding a place in race-conscious American society as the son of a black father and Jewish mother was a challenging journey for the author. Following a different path to his more wayward siblings, he discovers conflicts within himself that have as much to do with Kafka as with Ellison. The truth he learns - you must create yourself.
Charlotte Moore has three children: the two oldest, George and Sam, are autistic; the youngest Jake is not. In this extraordinary book, which combines personal memoir with the most recent known information on this most fascinating and elusive of conditions, she describes the circumstances of their birth, behaviour, diagnosis, treatment - and brilliantly conveys what daily life is like for a family with autism. It's an invaluable book for anyone with an interest in childhood and child development.
When Fireman Sam is called to an emergency, the Pontypandy Pioneers have to make do with Trevor as their leader. But will Trevor be brave enough to lead the Pioneers to safety?
Save the day with Pontypandy's favourite firefighter and his crew in this action-packed collection
Fireman Sam: Go, Jupiter, Go!
Fireman Sam's Favourite Tales
Build Your Own Rescue Vehicle!
Favourite Stories
Fireman Sam's Animal Rescues!

It's a very busy day in Pontypandy for Fireman Sam, Elvis, Penny and the rest of the Fire Crew! Read about THREE of Fireman Sam's exciting rescues in this delightful treasury. The colourful treasury is perfect for bedtime stories and early readers. Children ages 3, 4 and 5 will love using the sturdy tabbed edges to turn the pages. Featuring the stories based on the television episodes: Hide-and-Seek, Turtle Hunt and Pest in Show.
YOU can be the engineer with this fun construction book! Each vehicle in this colourful sticker book needs its parts added. Complete the pictures of your favourite engines by finding the right stickers. Give Jupiter its ladder, refresh Venus' paintjob and add Wallaby One's propellers! With over 100 colourful stickers, this will keep little heroes entertained all day!
Fireman Sam and the resourceful firefighter Penny Morris feature in this story of the Pontypandy Fire Brigade and the boat rescue.
A collection of exciting Fireman Sam adventures in this magnificent hardback book. Watch the cover carefully to spot it moving, too!
Fireman Sam: Rescue Team Colouring Book
George and Sam
FIREMAN SAM HOORAY FOR HEROES!
Black, Jewish and Red in the 1950s
Sam's Brass Band

Whatever the emergency in Pontypandy, Fireman Sam and the Fire Crew are here to save the day! Now you can take Fireman Sam on the go with the Fireman Sam Pocket Library. 6 little board books are tucked away in a beautiful portable case. Each book tells a different adventure featuring your favourite PontyPandy residents: Elvis Cridlington, Penny Morris, Tom Thomas, Station Officer Steele, Radar the rescue dog, and of course naughty Norman Price. When they've read the stories, children can flip over the books to make a special Fireman Sam jigsaw. Look out for other Fireman Sam books: Fireman Sam:
Build Your Own Rescue Vehicle! Sticker Book Fireman Sam: Let's Go Team! Fireman Sam: 1001 Stickers Fun Book Fireman Sam: Being Good Activity Book Fireman Sam: Bumper Activity Book Fireman Sam: Action Stations! Activity Book Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3 and 4 and perfect entertainment for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. Sam is the hero next door!
Featuring six exciting adventures, this pocket library is sure to keep little hands gripped. With tales of daring rescues, featuring all your favourite characters from Pontypandy.
Read about Fireman Sam and these 5 exciting animal rescues in Pontypandy! This brightly coloured chunky tabbed board book features Fireman Sam and the team and all their amazing vehicles. Join Fireman Sam, Elvis and Penny as they rescue a dog, a cat, a horse ... and even a beached whale! Perfect for toddlers, animal-lovers and Fireman Sam fans! Look out for more Fireman Sam books: Fireman Sam: Rescue Heroes (Lift-and-Look Flap Book) Fireman Sam: Ready, Steady, Rescue! (Magnet Book) Fireman Sam: Race to the Rescue! Fireman Sam: My First Clock Book Fireman Sam: Jupiter to the
Rescue! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3 and 4 and perfect entertainment for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. This rescue book is just the thing for Fireman Sam fans who are also animal lovers!
Includes the further adventures of Fireman Sam and his friends in Pontypandy, along with ace Firefighter Penny Morris from nearby Newtown.
Fireman Sam Story Treasury
Fireman Sam and the Boat Rescue
Neptune and the Deep Sea Rescue
Your Favourite Fireman Sam Story Collection
Fireman Sam Hide and Slide

An exciting new Fireman sticker book with 1001 stickers! Help Fireman Sam and his crew save Pontypandy in this action-packed activity book! With mazes, dot-to-dots, puzzles and loads of colouring pages, this book is packed full of exciting Fireman Sam activites. Plus there's 1001 stickers of your favourite Pontypandy characters to use throughout the book! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3 and 4 and this sticker book is the perfect way to keep them entertained.
Join Fireman Sam and his friends in these eight adventures. With stories based on episodes from the TV series, Fireman Sam comes to the rescue every time - along with the rest of the Pontypandy Fire Brigade and ace firefighter Penny Morris, from nearby Newtown.
Sing along and read along with this audio book pack where naughty Norman has decided he's now Narzan, 'King of the Jungle', and is annoying his friends with his animal antics. But when there is a fire in the fields, can Norman prove that he is the hero of the hour after all?
A collection of the most exciting stories from Pontypandy in one brilliant volume. Join Sam and the crew as they battle fires, perform daring rescues, and keep the people of Pontypandy safe.
Fireman Sam Titan and the Great Island Fire
Two Little Birds
Fireman Sam the Pontypandy Pioneers
Norman and the Runaway Cow
Jupiter and the Burning Blaze

A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.
Pull the Hide and Slide pages to answer this and other fun questions about Fireman Sam and his friends in Pontypandy!
With this book beautifully illustrated by Fire Sam, children can push buttons, lift the flaps, to learn new words! The 5 sound buttons, using sound effects or spoken words, match images in the book for lots of interactive fun! Book includes 5 story spreads and 3 AG-13 button cell batteries.
Join Fireman Sam and his fire crew for a rescue adventure in this fun colouring book. Featuring all your favourite heroes, vehicles and friends from Pontypandy, this book is everything you need to keep little firefighters entertained. Grab your colouring pencils and let's get to the rescue! Fans of TV's best-loved firefighter will love following the many adventures of Fireman Sam and his team: Elvis Cridlington, Penny Morris, Tom Thomas, Station Officer Steele and Radar the rescue dog. With Jupiter the Fire Engine and many other rescue vehicles, the Fire Crew keep the residents of Pontypandy safe especially Naughty Norman! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3 and 4 and perfect entertainment for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. Sam is the hero next door! Also available: Fireman Sam My First Storybook Fireman Sam Ready to Rescue: A Peep-Through Adventure
Fireman Sam Tales from Pontypandy
2 in 1 Coloring Book for Kids and Adults, Activity Book, Great Starter Book for Children with Fun, Easy, and Relaxing Coloring Pages
Fahrenheit 451
Fireman Sam: 1001 Stickers
Fireman Sam and Handy Manny Coloring Book
This tabbed board book is a fun, durable format and the perfect introduction to the characters and vehicles of Fireman Sam. Visit the Mountain Rescue centre to see Wallaby 2 and read how Neptune helps Penny to save a shipwrecked Norman. With bold, bright colours and simple labelled illustrations, little heroes will love learning about the rescues Sam and the Fire Crew make. Also available: Fireman Sam: Let's go, team! Sticker Scenes 9781405292993
Fireman Sam: Heroes in Training Sticker Activity Book 9781405280310 Fireman Sam: Ready, Steady, Rescue! Magnet Book 9781405280327 Fireman Sam My First Storybook: Jupiter and the Water Tower Inferno 9781405291729 Fireman Sam's Animal Rescues 9781405287159 Fireman Sam: A Peep-Through Adventure 9781405291736
Join Fireman Sam and Tom Thomas as they rescue Norman from a runaway train. Wallaby One is here to save the day! Fans can join in with the adventures by answering fun questions to move the story on. This is a great way for little ones to interact with their heroes! With simple text and bright colourful pages, this is the perfect first Fireman Sam book.
This brightly coloured chunky tabbed board book features Sam and the team and all their amazing vehicles. Find out about the vehicles and see how the team uses them in emergencies. Go, go rescue team!
It's hero time with Fireman Sam and the Pontypandy Rescue Crew! Join Fireman Sam and his friends in this exciting First Activity Book! From mazes and counting to colouring and dot-to-dots, this book is packed full of Fireman Sam activities and puzzles. Together with over 50 colourful stickers of everyone's favourite friends from Pontypandy, this is the perfect activity book for keeping all Fireman Sam fans busy! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3
and 4 and perfect entertainment for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. Fans of TV's best-loved firefighter will love to follow the many adventures of Fireman Sam and his team: Elvis Cridlington, Penny Morris, Tom Thomas, Station Officer Steele and Radar the rescue dog. With Jupiter the Fire Engine and many other rescue vehicles, the Fire Crew keep the residents of Pontypandy safe - especially Naughty Norman!
The Pride of Pontypandy
King of the Jungle
Search and Rescue
Fireman Sam: the Dragon Disaster (a Jigsaw Puzzle Book)
Wheel Book
It's hero time with Fireman Sam and friends! The ultimate hero next door has been racing to the rescue for over 30 years. The people of Pontypandy know help is always close by thanks to brave and resourceful Fireman Sam and his fellow rescue workers.
Today is the Christmas Festival in Newtown. But when a sudden snowstorm hits, Trevor's bus skids off the road! Can Fireman Sam come to the rescue and save Christmas? Fans can join in with the adventures by answering fun questions to move the story on. This is a great way for little ones to interact with their heroes! With simple text and bright colourful pages, this Christmastime rescue is perfect first Fireman Sam book for toddlers and preschoolers. Collect
all the books in the series: "Jupiter and the Burning Blaze", "Neptune and the Deep Sea Rescue", "Wallaby One and the Runaway Train" and "Titan and the Great Island Fire".
Rescue Day!
Fireman Sam: My First Activity Book
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